Digital Banking

Integration, Quality Assurance, and Maintenance

The Challenge
If Digital Banking is essential, why aren’t all
Banks already investing? Here are some of the
challenges and roadblocks banks face:
Time constraints. Banks must juggle
competing priorities, including their
brick-and-mortar offerings.

Project complexity. Digital Online
Banking products require a range of
standards, customized features and
configurations to ensure seamless
user experiences.
Lack of technical expertise.
Successful implementation requires a
depth of subject-matter expertise that
most banks do not have.

The Solution
By partnering with ValueMomentum, Banks
can accelerate the timeline and scale up the
impact of their digital efforts. We offer the
industry-specific, technological expertise
Banks need to make their digital initiatives
successful.

Leverage Critical Capabilities to
Stay Competitive in the Digital Era
Successful modern Banking relies on providing the
exceptional, digital experiences today’s consumers
expect. With over one-third of all Banking institutions
already investing in modern technologies such as open
APIs, big data engines, or chatbots, there’s no question
that the race toward digital adoption will ramp up. Staying
competitive, then, means staying up-to-speed.

Our Key Services & Offerings
API Integration
As a gateway between systems, vendors,
partners, and ecosystems, harnessing API’s
game-changing connectivity has become a
priority for banks of all shapes and sizes.
Ready to embark on a succesful API integration journey?
ValueMomentum can help your bank:
1.

Identify which APIs are necessary for your
business

2.

Develop processes for the full API
development lifecycle

3.

Build strong security in your API
gateway

4.

Establish enterprise-wide transparency
and cultural alignment

Quality Assurance and Testing
Accelerate acceptance testing with digital capabilities. ValueMomentum can help drive your testing
endeavors by providing expertise on:
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Application Maintenance
Digital transformation takes time, so maintaining legacy apps and platforms remain a crucial responsibility
before, during, and even after the transition to Digital banking. Avoid letting defects and problems
snowball with ValueMomentum’s Application and Maintenance team. We help keep the lights on your
legacy system so your team can focus on the strategic initiatives that really matter.
Defect Fixes. Prevent small bugs from
snowballing into expensive,
full-blown infestations.

Problem Management. Address
problems at their root to ensure defects
don’t recur and take away from
productivity and user experiences.

About ValueMomentum
ValueMomentum provides IT services and software solutions to insurance, healthcare, and financial services firms.
Customers choose ValueMomentum for its track record of delivering value and driving the momentum of customers’
business initiatives. ValueMomentum accomplishes this mission by applying a time-tested formula of combining strong
technology expertise with deep industry experience.
For more information, visit
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